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Introduction
• $1.12 million for local roading projects relating 

to vegetation control
• Clearing of 3937 Culverts
• Vegetation Control along roadsides in the greater Rotorua Lakes 

District
• Arborist Activities incorporating InfraCore Arborists, other local 

Arborist companies

• 25 Jobs created for Rotorua Locals who have 
become unemployed due to Covid-19. 
• 23 June – 9 October employment period



Recruitment Process
• Worked closely with the Ministry for Social 

Development to identify and recruit affected locals
“As the result of our joint collaboration, we were able to contribute to 
identifying candidates for the available positions and equip them with some basic 
training for the roles on offer. We know this has helped these candidates secure 
employment, undertake the roles and work expected of them. The effective 
relationship we have had with Infracore has been valuable in navigating through the 
best options for those seeking employment”.
Pete Treanor – Regional Labour Market Advisor 
Ministry of Social Development



Training Opportunities
In House Training
• Vegetation Control
• Operation of Small Plant and Equipment
• Hazard Assessments / Health and Safety Training

Third Party Training
• First Aid 
• Traffic Controller
• Manual Handling



Culverts

Culvert prior to clearing During Clearing Process Clearing Completed 

Clearing of culverts to improve land drainage, reducing the chance of flooding 
which can cause significant long term environmental impact



Vegetation Control

Removal of overgrown vegetation along local roads, improving visibility, 
reducing debris on roads, therefore improving road safety



Arboriculture Activities

Removal of trees and hedge trimming along the Parawai Cycleway, SH30 Golf Course and Rural Areas.

Removal or pruning of trees in public spaces which pose risk to the 
public.



Feedback
Emmanuel Leather says “ having a weekly income 
to support my family has been really good.”

Hera Pirihi-Wano says “given me the 

ability to experience work I would 

not have considered previously and 

I am really enjoying it.”

Genevieve Strickland says “It’s been great working 

at InfraCore, learnt new skills and would like to carry 

on doing this sort of work”.

Andrew Hayward says “Good being out in the 

countryside and having the opportunity to use 

my skills I have obtained in the past”.



Public Feedback
As Chair of the Rural Community Board it was an absolute pleasure to be able to see first hand the extent of 
the works Infracore are managing across our Rural District. 
The initiative of having the PG fund has been of tremendous value to the rural communities with  projects such 
as culvert clearing, tree felling and vegetation removal all being conducted, not only at speed, but also with 
employees learning new skills and showing incredible capabilities. 
While some of the work is “not highly visible” it is certainly valuable and very much appreciated. 
As Cr Wang pointed out today, not only has the routine works been carried out, other less pleasant tasks such 
clearing up fly tipping has also taken place. 
A huge thanks to the teams on ensuring not only our people but also our environment benefits. 

Thanks to Simon, Matt and the teams for carrying out this work and being proud to achieve the outcomes the 
fund sort, being Employment and much need maintenance. 

Shirley Trumper
Chair 
Rotorua Rural Community Board 



In Closing
InfraCore Limited Chief Executive Matthew Scott says the opportunity to work 
alongside Council and the Provincial Development Unit has meant everything to 
the business.

“It means everything to InfraCore. An important part of our core purpose is to 
deliver positive social outcomes to the community in which we operate. It’s great 
that we’ve been able to assist people get back on their feet post-COVID, being 
able to provide an opportunity to develop new skills and keep themselves 
buoyant and positive – that’s the best outcome for us.” 


